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SUMMARY 

During the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) flight test program 
recently completed at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility, 
numerous problems were experienced in airspeed calibration. This necessitated the 
use of state reconstruction techniques to arrive at a position-error calibration. 
For the HiMAT aircraft, most of the calibration effort was expended on flights in 
which the air data pressure transducers were not performing accura}ely. Following 
discovery of this problem, the air data transducers of both aircraft were wrapped in 
heater blankets to correct the problem. Additional calibration flights were per
formed, and from the resulting data a satisfactory position-error calibration was 
obtained. 

This calibration and data obtained before installation of the heater blankets 
were used to develop an alternate calibration method. The alternate approach took 
advantage of high-quality inertial data that was readily available. A linearized 
Kalman filter (LKF) was used to reconstruct the aircraft's wind-relative trajectory; 
the trajectory was then used to separate transducer measurement errors from the air
craft position error. As a result, a calibration that was corrected for transducer 
measurement error was obtained. The data were investigated for accuracy through 
statistical techniques by comparison to the data from the pace aircraft, and by com
parison to the position-error curve resulting from the data obtained after the 
installation of the heater blankets. The results are presented in this paper. 

This calibration method is accurate and inexpensive. The LKF technique has an 
inherent advantage of requiring that no flight maneuvers be specially designed for 
airspeed calibrations. It is of particular use when the measurements of the wind
relative quantities are suspected to have transducer-related errors. 

INTRODUCTION 

Air data parameters, such as airspeed, Mach number, angle of attack, and impact 
pressure, describe most of an aircraft's wind-relative dynamics. Accurate estimates 
of their values are essential for analyses such as performance assessment and sta
bility and control derivative extraction. The standard air data method uses pneu
matic measurements (ref. 1) that are strongly influenced by the presence of the air
craft fuselage. This fuselage effect is commonly referred to as aircraft position 
error, and must be accounted for by an independent calibration of the measurement 
system under the exact conditions that are to be experienced in flight (ref. 2). 

For the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) flight test program com
pleted recently at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility, most 
of the calibration data were obtained during flights in which the air data pressure 
transducers were not performing accurately. During early calibration flights, the 
static (ambient) and impact pressure measurements showed sizable, nonrepeatable 
deviations from the values predicted by wind tunnel data. The deviations were sus
pected to be caused by the exposure of the air data transducers to temperatures out
side of the prescribed temperature operating range. To solve the problem, the air 
data transducers were removed, wrapped in heater blankets, and reinstalled. Addi
tional calibration flights were performed and a satisfactory position-error calibra
tion was obtained. 



The data obtained before the installation of the heater blankets provided a set 
of experimental data with which advanced calibration techniques could be developed. 
Using that data set, the goal was to develop an accurate technique allowing for the 
separation of transducer measurement errors from the aircraft position error. The 
technique took advantage of high-quality inertial measurements that were readily 
available. Once this technique was developed, a corrected position-error calibra
tion was computed. Because of prior knowledge that transducer measurement errors 
are mostly the result of random temperature effects, the calibration resulting from 
the advanced technique could either be verified or contradicted by comparison to the 
calibration data obtained after the installation of the heater blankets. 

The technique presented in this paper uses a linearized Kalman filter (LKF) to 
reconstruct the aircraft's wind-relative trajectory. Data obtained from a single 
flight performed before the installation of the transducer heater blankets was used • 

. The reconstruction was performed so that resulting estimates are only slightly 
dependent on both aircraft position error and transducer measurement error. This 
allowed for identification of transducer error trends and the approximate separa
tion of transducer measurement error from aircraft position error. Using these 
transducer error estimates, the indicated air data measurements were corrected; a 
position-error calibration was then computed. The LKF technique has the advantage 
of requiring that no flight maneuvers be specially designed for airspeed calibra
tions. It can use either steady-state or dynamic data, and can separate transducer 
measurement error from actual aircraft position errors. It has the flexibility to 
accommodate a variety of different data sources. The LKF technique is of particular 
use when the measurements of the wind-relative quantities are suspected to be of 
poor quality. In that case, the complementary information provided by alternate, 
readily available sources (to be discussed in the DATA SOURCES AND INSTRUMENTATION 
section) still allows for a reasonable calibration. The resulting calibration is of 
comparable accuracy when compared with calibrations resulting from traditional means. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

stability matrix 

aircraft body-axis linear accelerations (longitudinal, lateral, 

normal), m/sec2 (ft/sec2 ) 

control matrix 

measurement equation matrix 

innovations vector 

state noise gain matrix 

covariance of state noise sequence 

finite impulse response 

measurement noise gain matrix 

covariance of measurement noise sequence 
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Hi MAT 
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ND 
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Qc 

RPRV 
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Ts 
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Vew, 

VW 

Vns, Vv 

VWew, VWns, 
VWv 

Greenwich mean time 

acceleration of gravity at sea level, m/sec 2 (ft/sec2 ) 

geometric altitude, m (ft) 

highly maneuverable aircraft technology 

pressure altitude, m (ft) 

identity matrix 

summation index 

Kalman gain matrix 

discrete time sample number 

linearized Kalman filter 

true Mach number 

indicated Mach number 

number of points used in computing the sample mean of the innova
tions components 

static pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2 ) 

filter error covariance 

impact pressure N/m2 (lb/ft2 ) 

remotely piloted research vehicle 

temperature, °C (OF) 

sample interval of discrete measurements, sec 

time, sec 

state equation input vector 

total Earth relative velocity 

Earth-relative velocity components with respect to topodetic axis 
system (fixed at Etlwards AFB) in the northerly, easterly, and 
vertical directions (positive downward), m/sec (ft/sec) 

total airspeed 

airspeed components with respect to topodetic axis system (fixed at 
Etlwards AFB) in the northerly, easterly, and vertical directions 
(positive downward), m/sec (ft/sec) 
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Wew, Wns, Wv 
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total windspeed 

windspeed components with respect to topodetic axis system, with 
the components blowing from the northerly, easterly, and vertical 
directions (positive upward), m/sec (ft/sec) 

state vector 

vector of known pressure measurements 

measurement vector 

zero mean, unit covariance, Gaussian distributed, time varying 
random sequence 

pitch angle, deg 

error vector 

state transition matrix 

bank angle, deg 

input transition matrix 

heading angle, deg 

Mathematical operators and special symbols: 

DET determinate of quantity 

d/dt( derivative of ( ) with respect to time 

S( sample mean of the quantity ( ) 

15 ( error in quantity due to transducer 

6( ) error in quantity due to position error 

Superscripts: 

T matrix transpose 

-1 matrix inverse 

Subscripts: 

backup backup transducer quantity 

c quantity corrected for transducer error 

f quantity estimated by LKF analysis 
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main main transducer quantity 

true exact value of quantity 

DESCRIPTION OF HiMAT AIRCRAFT 

The HiMAT aircraft is a highly maneuverable, remotely piloted, subscale vehicle 
flown at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility from 1979 to 
1983. It is a 0.44-scale version of an envisioned full-scale aircraft and has a 
maneuverability goal of a sustained 8g turn at Mach 0.90 and at an altitude of 
7620 m (25,000 ft). A J85-21 engine with afterburner capability provides propulsion 
for the HiMAT aircraft. The vehicle features high-technology innovations such as a 
close-coupled canard, relaxed static stability, and composite structural materials. 
Figure 1(a) is a photograph of the HiMAT vehicle; the remotely piloted vehicle con
cept is illustrated in figure 1 (b). 

Closed-loop primary flight control is performed from a ground-based cockpit and 
a digital computer in conjunction with an uplink/downlink telemetry system. In addi
tion to the uplink/downlink system, the HiMAT aircraft is fully instrumented with a 
high-quality, research-oriented data acquisition system. This system features 
onboard data recording and ground-based, postflight processing of data. Many of the 
onboard measurement sensors are used for both research data acquisition and feedback 
signals in the uplink/downlink control system (ref. 3). 

DATA SOURCES AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The linearized Kalman filter (LKF) technique uses several data sources to com
pute the wind-relative trajectory estimates. These sources are: air data measure
ments provided by a conventional nose-mounted pitot-static system, ground-based 
radar resulting from the uplink/downlink tracking, steady-state meteorological and 
barometric conditions derived from weather charts and balloon data, and measurements 
of aircraft inertial accelerations and rotation rate data from onboard sensors. 
These data sources are all available as part of the nominal flight operations. None 
of the data sources, used alone, provide enough information to arrive at a suffi
ciently accurate answer; however, when combined, they sometimes provide information 
beyond tha1: which is needed to attain highly accurate trajectory estimates. A dis
cussion of each of these data sources follows. 

HiMAT Air Data Measurements 

The HiMAT air data are measured by a nose-mounted probe that is a 0.50-scale 
version of the NACA-designed pitot-static probe (ref. 4). The air data pressures 
are sensed by main and backup sets of variable-capacitance absolute and differential 
transducers. The static transducers, both main and backup, are fed by the same 
static pressure source. The impact transducers (both main and backup) are fed by a 
single-stagnation pressure source and by the static pressure source; the impact 
transducers measure the differences between stagnation and impact pressure sources. 
FigurE~ 2(a) illustrates the noseboom as it is mounted on the HiMAT aircraft and 
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figure 2(b) is a schematic of the air data sensor system. When the temperature
operating range of 35° to 70° C is not exceeded, the manufacturer's expected 
accuracies for both types of transducers is 0.1 percent of full-scale reading. 
Outside of the operating range, the expected accuracy is 0.1 percent ±0.2 percent 
per degree, C. Because the backup transducers exhibited less sensitivity to tem
perature overranges, the data resulting from backup transducers were used for the 
trajectory reconstruction. 

Angles of attack and sideslip are measured by flow-direction vanes incorporated 
into the nose-mounted pitot-static probe. Resulting flow-angle deflections are cor
rected for fuselage upwash and pitch, roll, and yaw rates. Calibrated values are 
typically accurate to within 0.5° under stabilized flight conditions. 

Radar Measurements 

The radar values were obtained from a beacon track on the aircraft using the 
Ames Dryden FPS-16 radar facility (ref. 5). The resulting time histories of range, 
elevation angle, and azimuth angle were converted to position and differentiated to 
give Earth-relative velocity in the northerly, easterly, and vertical (positive 
downward) directions. Under nominal conditions the Ames Dryden FPS-16 radar facil
ity is believed to be accurate to within 5 m (15 ft) in range and 0.001° in azimuth 
"and elevation angles. 

Meteorological Measurements 

The analysis of meteorological conditions employed upper-air charts produced by 
the National Meteorological Center at 1200 hr Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) for the day 
before the flight and at 00 hr GMT on the day following the flight. Individual 
rawinsound (radar and wind and radiosonde) balloon observations from nearby stations 
were used to chart conditions at additional levels in the atmosphere, and to examine 
the detailed vertical structure of the atmosphere. Values of pressure altitude, 
temperature, wind direction, and windspeed were interpolated to give estimates for 
the flight test location and time as a function of geometric altitude. Accuracies 
of the meteorological data are dependent on weather conditions prevailing at the 
time in which the measurements are recorded. An in-depth discussion of the accura
cies is in the VALIDATION OF THE LKF TECHNIQUES section. 

Onboard Inertial Measurements 

The onboard instrumentation system has two sets of good resolution, high accu
racy, strapdown linear accelerometers. The manufacturer's expected accuracy of 
these accelerometers is 0.05 percent of full scale, and the expected resolution is 
0.01 percent of full scale. Acceleration time histories about the aircraft's nor
mal, lateral, and longitudinal axes are recorded. The two measurement sets are 
corrected for offset from the aircraft's center of gravity by using measured values 
of pitch, roll, and yaw rates. The values of pitch, roll, and yaw rates are meas
ured by a strapdown-rate gyro package with accuracy and resolution similar to that 
of the accelerometer package. The Euler angles are measured by a gimballed, stabi
lized inertial platform. Manufacturer's expected accuracies for the platform are 
0.2° random accuracy in all three axes and a drift rate of 1 deg/hr in heading after 
the stabilization of the platform. 
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ANALYSIS 

As previously mentioned, the goal of this analysis was to develop and verify 
an advanced technique that could be used to perform accurate air data calibrations, 
using commonly available data sources, without requiring specially designed flight 
maneuvers and procedures. To assure greater accuracy in the calibration, the tech
nique should provide some means for separating transducer measurement errors from 
aircraft position error. Data from a single HiMAT flight performed before the 
installation of heater blankets was used to develop and test the technique, and 
the calibration data obtained after the installation of the heater blankets was 
used to evaluate the results. A brief summary of how position-error calibrations 
are performed and the problems which were encountered with the HiMAT calibration is 
presented. 

Summary of Traditional Position-Error Calibration Techniques 

Position error is a strong function of Mach number and is often presented in 
terms of a Mach calibration curve. The curve is the difference between true and 
indicated Mach numbers (M and Mi, respectively) crossplotted against the indicated 

Mach number. Indicated Mach number refers to the Mach number computed from the air 
data transducer pressure measurements (static and impact) in the absence of any kind 
of position-error correction. The true Mach number is usually computed or measured 
by an independent source such as a pace aircraft or radar tracking. The position
error, ~M, as described by the position-error curve, is added to the indicated Mach 
number (as a function of the indicated Mach number) to arrive at an estimate of true 
Mach number. 

Thi.s calibration technique assumes that there are no errors in the transducer 
pressure measurements (that is, that the only error source is the error caused by 
the interference of the ambient field by the aircraft configuration). The M curve 
almost always takes on a characteristic shape; any scatter or deviation from this 
shape is indicative of errors in the original calibration data. Scatter of this 
type rE!duces the confidence placed in the accuracy of the calibration curve. This 
is a recurrent problem in airspeed calibration; a method of separating the trans
ducer Elrrors from the actual position error is highly desirable. 

Error Sources for HiMAT Transducers 

The early HiMAT calibration efforts were subject to the scatter problem pre
viously mentioned. Figure 3 presents the position~error data (recorded from the 
main transducer) that were obtained during HiMAT vehicle flights performed before 
the installation of the transducer heater blankets. Also presented is the position
error curve data obtained from testing in the 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel 
at NAS1\ Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. The flight calibration 
data lie well above the wind tunnel curve. This disagreement, combined with the 
uncharacteristically shallow slope of the flight data, led to the assumption that 
the transducer measurements were in error. 

To determine if the measurements were in error, both sets of transducers were 
removed from the aircraft and taken to the calibration laboratory where they were 
checked for temperature sensitivity. All of the transducers were shown to experi
ence random temperature-related errors. In the laboratory, the temperature 
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deviations appeared when the transducers were exposed to temperatures of less than 
7° c. From onboard thermocouple measurements it was determined that the transducers 
unexpectedly experienced temperatures below 7° C during nominal flight conditions. 
Those temperatures were outside of the manufacturer's recommended operating range. 

As a corrective action, all transducers were wrapped in heater blankets and rein
stalled. Three flights were then performed and new calibration data were obtained. 
These data are presented, along with the wind tunnel curve, in figure 4. The data 
are in good agreement and the calibration is considered to be sufficiently accurate 
for both operational and analysis purposes. 

Description of the Estimation Algorithm 

In the analysis to be developed in this paper, the true Mach number required to 
compute the position-error calibration curve (as previously described) is estimated 
by combining the inertial, radar, pneumatic, and meteorological data with a linear
ized Kalman filter. The Kalman filter gives the optimal estimate for the state of 
any linear system in which Gaussian statistics occur (refs. 6, 7, and 8). The dynam
ics of the system are modeled by a matrix differential equation of the form: 

d/dt[x(t)] = A(t)x(t) + B(t)U(t) + Fn(t) (1a) 

z(t) = C(t)x(t) + Gn(t) (1b) 

where the vector x(t) represents the state of the system and is to be estimated; 
U(t) represents determined inputs to the system; and z(t) represents the system's 
outputs. These outputs may be directly measured, and are referred to as system 
measurements. The additive terms Fn(t) and Gn(t), are zero mean, Gaussian white 
noise sequences with covariances FF and GG. The sequence, Fn(t) is referred to 
as the state noise; Gn(t) is referred to as measurement noise. The state noise 
is a stochastic disturbance of the system's dynamics. The measurement noise is 
the random error in the measurements of the system's response. Equation (1a) is 
referred to as the state equation, and equation (1b) is referred to as the measure
ment equation. 

The discrete form of the Kalman filter is used for this analysis, so the system 
equations presented must be discretized. The continuous time-state equation is dis
cretized via Euler integration (the filter is referred to as a linearized Kalman 
filter for this reason) and the measurement equation is discretized by inspection. 
The Kalman filter is then directly applied to the resulting difference equations. 
The system discretization and the discrete-time Kalman filter equations are pre
sented in appendix A. 

The algorithm consists of a prediction and a correction step. The prediction 
step extrapolates the current state to the next time point. This result is referred 
to as the predicted state. The correction step uses the predicted state, along with 
the measurement vector corresponding to the next time point, to compute an updated 
state estimate. This estimate is the optimal filtered state at sample k + 1 and is 
based on k + 2 measurements - that is, the updated estimate at time k + 1 has been 
computed based on information taken from the measurement sequence z(O), z(1), ••• 
z(k + 1). The filter is recursive - that is, at each iteration the filter depends 
only on the last state estimate and the current measurement, and is implemented for 
successive data frames until the measurement time histories have been exhausted. 
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System Equations 

For this analysis, the state equation (that is, the expansion of equation (1a) 

is 

Vns 000 000 0 Vns o 

Vew 000 o 0 0 0 Vew f(8, <p, 1jJ) 0 
ax 

Vv 000 o 0 0 0 Vv -1 

ay 

d/dt Wns 000 o 0 0 0 Wns + o 0 0 o + Fn(t) 
an 

Wew 000 000 0 Wew 000 o 
g 

Wv 000 o 0 0 0 Wv 000 o 

H o 0 -1 0 0 0 0 H o 0 0 o (2a) 

and the measurement equation (that is, the expansion of equation (1b» is 

Vns 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Vew 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Vns 

Vv 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Vew 

VWns 100 000 
Vv 

VWew o o 0 100 
Wns + Gn(t) 

VWv 0010010 
Wew 

Wns 000 000 
Wv 

Wew 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
H 

Wv o 0 0 0 0 o 

H 0000001 (2b) 

The partitioned submatrix f(8, <p, 1jJ) is the 3 by 3 direction cosine matrix that 
describes the transformation from the aircraft body axis coordinates to topodetic 
(locally level) coordinates (ref. 9). This matrix is 

f(8, <p, 1jJ) 

sin <p 

cos <p 

o 
:1] [0: ':os. 

-sin IjJ 

o 

] 
eos a 0 :Sin a] 

: [:in a 0 cos a 

sin 

cos 
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It is shown in equations (1a) and (2a) that the state equation is seventh-order 
and includes only one feedback term, the relationship between altitude (H) and ver
tical velocity. The wind dynamics are assumed to be driven by random walk. The 
seven elements of the state vector are the Earth-relative velocity components in the 
northerly, easterly, and vertical directions, where the vertical velocity is defined 
to be positive downward; the wind velocity components from the northerly, easterly, 
and vertical directions (positive upward); and geometric altitude. 

It is also shown in equations (1a) and (2a) that there are four inputs to the 
state equation. The first three inputs are the previously described strapdown body
axis acceleration measurements and the fourth is the acceleration of gravity as a 
function of altitude (expressed in topodetic coordinates). 

In equations (1b) and (2b), the measurement vector has ten elements and consists 
of the measured radar velocity components, the wind-relative airspeed components 
(from the backup transducer), the meteorologic estimates for the wind components, 
and the radar altitude. All of these quantities are expressed in topodetic coordi
nates. The measurements are related to the state estimates via the measurement geom
etry matrix, c. 

Measurement Weightings 

As previously described, the measurement equation is assumed to be corrupted by 
zero mean, Gaussian white noise that has a covariance of GG. The GG matrix is an 
inverse matrix; that is, the reciprocals of the diagonal elements of GG are used to 
weight the individual elements of the z(t) vector, which allows for selective fil
tering of information from the measured values. Measurements with small covariances 
(large weightings) will have very little information filtered out of them. On the 
other hand, measurements with large covariances (low weightings) will be heavily 
filtered. The selection of these weightings is an important part of the analysis 
and allows the user to shape the filter's results according to prior information or 
physical intuition. The primary assumption used in this analysis is that all noise 
corruptions have stationary statistics. As a result of that assumption, all meas
urement weightings are chosen to be constant. No precise criteria were used for 
the selection of those weightings. The weightings were selected so they would 
physically match the measured values, within reason. Several different weighting 
schemes were investigated and the following method was chosen for the trajectory 
reconstruction. 

The weightings were selected open loop in a way that high priority was given to 
the radar data and lower priority to the meteorological and pneumatic data. With 
the exception of measurements taken at very low dish elevation angles, the radar 
qata were considered to be quite reliable; for the flight to be analyzed, range 
errors were believed to be within 0.6 to 2.5 m (2 to 5 ft) and velocity to within 
1 m/sec (3 ft/sec). For this reason the radar measurements were used as the stand
ard against which the relative weightings of the meteorological and pneumatic data 
were selected; that is, the radar components were all given a weighting of 1 and the 
other weights were selected relative to this value. 

The meteorological data provided only a "ballpark" value for the winds and had 
no high-frequency content. The "goodness" of these data was contingent on the 
changes in weather patterns as well as the accuracy of the original meteorological 
observations. On the day the flight was analyzed, the general weather conditions 
were relatively benign; that is, the wind speeds were relatively low and the weather 
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pattern did not deform or move a lot in the twelve-hour period between observations. 
Air mass temperature changes were, however, greater than typical at altitudes of 
between 3657.6 and 8534.4 m (12,000 and 28,000 ft). Because of these changes, 
sizable shifts in wind direction and velocity were noted between those altitudes. 
Examples of values for the meteorological parameters, their changes during the 
twelve-hour period in which the flight test occurred, and subjective estimates of 
confidence in their values are given in table 1. 

The filter estimates of the winds should follow the gross trend of the meteoro
logical data; however, because of higher frequency atmospheric phenomena, deviations 
from this trend must be allowed. Weightings between 0.20 and 0.40 gave a physically 
reasonable match between the estimated and measured winds. 

Because of the random temperature effects, the airspeed measurements (derived 
from the backup transducers) were considered to be less reliable than the radar 
measurements. Too high of a weighting of the airspeed components tended to pull the 
Earth-relative velocity estimates away from the radar values, while too low of a 
weighting tended to allow no deviations of the wind estimates from the meteorologi
cal values. Weightings between 0.15 and 0.40 gave physically satisfactory matches 
between the radar data and the Earth-relative velocity estimates; a weighting of 
0.15 gave a nearly identical match between the estimated and meteorological winds, 
and a weighting of 0.40 allowed random deviations of approximately 1 m/sec (3 ft/sec) 
between the estimated and meteorological winds. Because a weighting of 0.40 allowed 
for high-frequency oscillations, it was chosen as the most physically reasonable. 
Table 2 presents the measurement weightings which were used. 

Computation of Air Data From the Estimated States 

The air data are computed from the state estimates by performing several steps 
outside of the filter loop. This computation procedure is presented in figure 5. 
The steps of this procedure are: (1) The airspeed components in the northerly, 
easterly, and vertical directions are computed by adding the appropriate LKF Earth
relative velocity estimates and the LKF wind velocity estimates. (2) Using the 
Euler angles, the direction cosine matrix is computed and the airspeed components 
are rot:ated to body axis. (3) Total airspeed and angles of attack and sideslip 
are computed from the airspeed components. (4) Ambient temperature and pressure 
are computed using the barometric model discussed in the DATA SOURCES AND INSTRU
MENTATION section and the LKF estimate of geometric altitude. (5) Using ambient 
temperature and pressure values and LKF airspeed, the Mach number, dynamic pressure, 
and pressure altitude are computed. 

Computation of Bias Errors in Estimates 

It was determined that a method in which the bias errors in the LKF estimates 
may be quantitatively assessed needed to be developed. This could be accomplished 
by examining the innovation (residual) between the measured system response (that 
is, thE~ z vector) and the predicted response of the system (that is, the vector 
CXf(t». Define the vector e(t) as 

e(t) = Z(t) - CXf(t) 

The mean value of this quantity should be zero (ref. 7) and any deviation from zero 
is indicative of bias errors in the estimates. Since stationary statistics have 
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been assumed, the ergodic assumption that the sample mean 
is a close approximation of the true mean has been made. 
errors in the LKF estimates are approximated by 

S(e) 
ND 
L: [Z(j) - CXf(jU /(ND-1) 
j=l 

of the innovation vector 
As a result, the bias 

where ND is the number of samples chosen to give a statistically representative 
ergodic set. In other words, the bias errors in the LKF results have been approxi
mated with the averages of the measurement residuals. 

Using the estimated bias errors in the LKF wind-relative velocity components, 
and propagating these errors by use of the chain rule, an approximation of the bias 
error in the LKF estimate of true airspeed can be derived. This error is combined, 
using the chain rule, with the uncertainty in ambient temperature to result in the 
uncertainty in the estimate of LKF Mach number. The bias errors in the estimate of 
the other air data quantities are computed in a similar manner. The results of this 
bias error analysis are presented in the VALIDATION section. 

separation of Transducer Errors From Measurement Errors 

As previously discussed, a method in which transducer measurement errors may be 
separated from the actual aircraft position error needed to be developed. The 
unique and somewhat fortunate configuration of the HiMAT air data measurement system 
allowed for this separation. The three key elements for separation are: (1) Refer
ring again to figure 2(b), the static and impact pressure transducers (both main and 
backup) are fed by the same static pressure source and any position error will 
affect the indicated static and impact pressures in equal, but opposite directions. 
This is because impact pressure is the difference between stagnation and static 
pressure. (2) Any difference between the indicated pressure values (both static and 
impact), as measured by the main and backup transducers, will be due entirely to 
transducer errors. This is because the main and backup transducers are fed by the 
same physical pressure source. (3) The results of the error analysis (to be pre
sented in the VALIDATION OF THE LKF TECHNIQUES section) indicate that the LKF air 
data estimates are highly accurate, and as a result, may be used as a close approxi
mation of the true air data values. 

The mathematical description of the error analysis is: The indicated values of 
static and impact pressure can have two actual error sources - an error caused by 
position error, and one that results from faulty transducer measurements. The 
errors in the indicated values of static and impact pressure because of transducer 
error are identified as 15 (P) and 15 (QC) • The errors in static and impact pressure 
because of position error are identified as 6(P) and 6(Qc). Referring to element 1 
of separation: 

6 ( QC) = -6 ( P ) (3a) 

and referring to element 3 of separation, the true value can be approximated by the 
LKF value; the relations for true static and impact pressure are 

12 

QCf = [QCi + Q(QC) - 6(P)] 

Pf = [pi + 15 ( p) + 6 (p U 
(3b) 

(3c) 



In a similar manner, the true value of Mach number can have 
error because of position error, 6(M), and an error because 
ment error, oeM). This relationship is 

two error sources: an 
of transducer measure-

I 

Mtrue = [Mi + OeM) + 6(Mtl ( 3d) 

However, because Mach number is a function of the ratio of impact and static pres
sure, equation (3d) may be equivalently expressed in terms of impact and static 
pressure as 

Again, the LKF values replace the true values and 

(3e) 

Equations (3b), (3c), and (3e) are valid for both the main and backup transducer 
measurements; the error terms correspond accordingly. The position-error term in 
equations (3b) and (3c) is identical for the main and backup transducers. Referring 
to element 2 of separation, the differences between the main and backup indicated 
static pressure values and the main and backup indicated pressure values are 

p. p. 
1main - 1backup O(P)main - O(P)backup (3f) 

O(Qc)main - O(Qc)backup (3g) 

Equations (3f) and (3g) show that the differences between the values measured by the 
main and backup transducers are caused by transducer errors. 

Equa tions (3b), (3c), (3d), (3f), and (3g) are used in the formula tion of a 
system of five equations in five unknowns, thereby allowing solutions for the 
approximab~ transducer errors and the position error. Referring to equations (3b) 
to (3f) lit is shown tha t the five unknowns are: ( 1) the error in static pressure 
because of transducer error for the main static transducer, O(P)main; (2) the error 

in static pressure because of transducer error for the backup static::: transducer 
O(P)backup; (3) the error in impact pressure because of transducer error for the 

main impact transducer, O(Qc)main; (4) the error in impact pressure because of 

transducer error for the backup impact transducer, O(Qc)backup; and (5) the error in 
static prel:lsure because of position error, 6(p). '!he solution to this system of 
equa tions, and proof of the solution's existence, is further discussed in appendix B. 

The solution to the system of equations (3b), (3c), and (3e) is computed at 
each data frame, and time histories of the transducer-related error values are 
stored. '!he resulting time histories are smoothed using a third-order finite 
impulse response (FIR) filter (ref. 10) over a fairly local region (±100 samples) 
and are then added to the corresponding indicated pressure values to form a set of 
error-corrected indicated pressure values. '!he corrected pressure values are then 
used in conjunction with the LKF Mach number (representing the true Mach number) 
to compute a traditional 6M posi tion-error curve. '!his curve is discussed in the 
VALIDATION section. 
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VALIDATION OF THE LKF TECHNIQUE 

The technique in which transducer measurement errors can be separated from 
actual aircraft errors has been developed; the verification of the method is dis
cussed. This verification is performed in three steps: the LKF results are com
pared against data points resulting from a calibrated pace aircraft; the results 
of the error analysis are presented; and the resulting position-error curve is 
compared against the position-error curve obtained from calibration data after the 
installation of heater blankets. 

Comparison to Pace Aircraft Data 

LKF Mach number and altitude are compared against the main and backup air data 
values (corrected for position error using data obtained after installation of the 
heater blankets, but not corrected for tansducer error) as well as data obtained 
from a calibrated pace aircraft (figs. 6 and 7). Figure 6(a) presents the Mach num
ber time history comparisons. Figure 6(b) presents the differences between the LKF 
and the main, backup, and pace aircraft Mach numbers. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present 
analogous comparisons for altitude. The differences between the LKF and the main 
and backup values are sizable, while the differences between the LKF and pace data 
are noticeably smaller. This good agreement between the LKF and pace data lends 
credibility to the assumptions made in separating transducer errors from measurement 
errors. 

Results of Error Analysis 

The results of the error analysis indicate that the expected normalized (per
centage) bias error in Mach number from the LKF analysis is less than 0.0075 and 
that the normalized bias error in altitude is less than 0.0001. These uncertainties 
are small. Based on these results, the assumption that the LKF values approximate 
the "truth" appears to be justified. The 3<1 bias uncertainties in all of the LKF 
estimates are presented in table 3. 

Presentation of Corrected Position-Error Curve 

The subsonic portion of the position-error curve (Mach 0.91 was the upper limit 
of the data) corrected for transducer error is presented in figure 8. Also shown 
is the position-error curve that resulted from data derived after the installation 
of heater blankets. Good agreement is noted. The worst deviation in Mach number 
between the curves is 0.003 and the average deviation is within 0.0025. Since the 
LKF position-error curve was generated independently of the curve obtained after the 
installation of heater blankets, it is concluded that the LKF position-error curve 
is accurate to within at least its level of agreement with the other curve. An 
average scatter of 0.0025 in position error is considered to be quite good. It must 
be concluded that the LKF analysis is valid and sufficiently accurate. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Much of the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (Hi MAT) calibration effort 
was expended on flights in which the air data pressure transducers were not per
forming accurately. Because of low temperatures experienced during flight, the 
static and impact pressure measurements showed sizable, nonrepeatable deviations 
from the expected values. TO solve this problem, the air data transducers were 
wrapped in heater blankets. Three additional calibration flights were performed 
and the new calibration data were found to be sufficiently accurate. 

The data obtained from a single flight performed before the installation of the 
heater blankets were used to develop and verify an advanced technique that allows 
for the separation of transducer measurement error from aircraft position error. 
A linearized Kalman filter (LKF) was used to merge data from several independent 
sources to reconstruct an enhanced, accurate wind-relative trajectory. This tra
jectory, because of its high accuracy, was used to approximate the true air data 
values. These true values were then used in conjunction with the unique geometry of 
the HiMAT air data measurement system to separate the transducer errors from the 
aircraft position error. This separation allowed for the computation of an accurate 
position-error curve even in the absence of pace aircraft data and in the presence 
of transducer measurement errors. 

The LKF technique provides an alternative method in which the position error of 
an aircraft may be calibrated. The method, although requiring extensive analysis, 
is methodical, accurate, and inexpensive. For many flight test programs a signifi
cant part of the flight effort is devoted to obtaining accurate air data measure
ments by performing specially designed steady-state maneuvers. Because the LKF 
analysis does not require special maneuvers, it could eliminate many expensive hours 
of fli.ght time. 
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APPENDIX A - PRESENTATION OF THE LKF ALGORITHM 

System Discretization 

The form of the LKF state equation is 

d/dt[x(t)] = Ax(t) + B(t)u(t) + Fn(t) (4) 

The state equation may be integrated to give 

x(t) = exp (At) x(O) +j(t exp (Aj) B(j)u(j)dj + j(tn(j)dj (5) 

Over the integration interval from sample k to sample k + 1 there is 

x(k + 1) 1(k+1 )Ts 1(k+1 )Ts 
exp (ATs) x(k) + exp (Aj) B(j)u(j)dj + F n(j)dj 

kTs kTs 
(6) 

where Ts is the sample interval of the measurements. Over a small sample interval, 
the above integrands may be simplified by introducing the approximations 

V(k) 1/2(B(k)u(k) + B(k + 1)u(k + 1» 

fn(k) = 1/2F(n(k) + n(k + 1» 

and equation (6) reduces to 

1
(k+1)TS 

x(k + 1) = exp (ATs) x(k) + (exp (Aj) dj)V(k) + fn(k) 
kTs 

where the matrix exponentiations can be evaluated by Taylor's expansion 
(ref. 11). 

Letting 

~(k) = exp (ATs) and 

1
(k+1 )Ts 

~(k) = exp (Aj) dj 
kTs 

arriving at the difference equation 

x(k + 1) = ~x(k) + ~V(k) + fn(k) 

The form of the measurement equation is 

Z(t) = Cx(t) + Gn(t) 
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The measurement equation is discretized by inspection to give the algebraic 
equation 

Z( k + 1) Cx(k + 1) + Gn(k + 1) ( 1 0) 

and the system is discretized. 

Kalman Filter Equations 

As implemented for the LKF algorithm, the Kalman filter equations (refs. 6, 
7, and 8) are 

(1) Prediction step: 

Xf(k + 11k) ~(k)Xf(k/k) + f(k)V(k) ( 11a) 

P(k + 11k) = ~(k)P(k/k)~T(k) + FFT (11b) 

Zf(k + 11k) = CXf(k + 11k) ( 11 c) 

(2) Correction step: 

K(k + 1) = P(k + 1/k)CT/fP(k + 1/k)CT + GGTJ-1 (12a) 

e(k + 1) = Z(k + 1) - Zf(k + 11k) ( 1 2b) 

Xf(k + 11k + 1) = Xf(k + 11k) + K(k + 1)e(k + 1) (1 2c) 

P(k + 11k + 1) = [I - K(k + 1)C]P(k + 11k) ( 1 2d) 

Variables with the f symbol refer to values estimated by the filter. Variables 

such as Zf(k + 11k), Xf(k + 11k), and P(k + 11k) refer to estimates at sample time 

k + 1 based on measurements up to and including sample time k. nle variables 
Zf(k + 11k + 1), Xf(k + 11k + 1), and P(k + 11k + 1) refer to estimates at sample 

time k + 1 based on measurements up to and including sample time K + 1. The vari
able xf(k + 11k + 1) is the Kalman filtered result. 

The filter error covariances, P(k + 11k) and P(k + 11k + 1) are the filter's 
estimat.e of the theoretical covariance in Xf(k + 11k) and Xf(k + 11k + 1). These 

variables result from a propagation of error analysis based on the uncertainty in 
the initial state vector and the subsequent operations which are performed on it. 
P(OIO), the initial value for the filter error covariance, is arrivE~d at mostly by 
guesswork. A large value is usually used and the starting value is not critical. 
The filter will usually converge to a steady-state value for the covariance, no 
matter what starting value is used. 

The matrix K(k + 1) is referred to as the Kalman gain matrix and is used to 
weight the errors between the predicted system response Zf(k + 11k), and the meas-

ured system response Z( k + 1). These weighted errors are used to correct the pre
dicted state estimate Xf(k + 11k). 
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APPENDIX B - METHOD FOR SEPARATING TRANSDUCER 
ERROR FROM AIRCRAFT POSITION ERROR 

As discussed in the main text, the separation of the transducer error from 
aircraft position error may be accomplished by solving the system described.by equa
tions (3b), (3c), (3e), (3f), and (3g), for the five error terms - the four trans
ducer errors and the single error caused by aircraft position error. A vector/ 
matrix solution approach will be used. The method is as follows: Equations (3b), 
(3c), and (3e) are rearranged so the error terms are grouped by themselves into an 
error veet.or; that is, the rearranged equations are 

o -1 <5 (P) 

o <5(Qc) 

( 13) 

Equation (13) is a system of three equations in three unknowns; however, no solution 
can yet be extracted. This is because the matrix, which relates the error vector to 
the left-hand side of the equation, is only of rank two and cannot be inverted. 
This can be seen by subtracting the second column of the matrix from the first - the 
result is the third column. Equation (13) is referred to as a singular system of 
equations. Additional information must be added in order to solve the system. 

This can be accomplished by evaluating equation (13) for both the main and 
backup transducer values (as previously mentioned) to give two singular systems 
(one for the main transducer and one for the backup transducer) of three equations 
in three unknowns; vectorially adding these two systems (that is, by component equa
tions) gi.ves a single system of three equations in five unknowns. Equations (3f) 
and (3g) are augmented to this system to give a nonsingular system of five equations 
in five unknowns. This nonsingular system is of the vector/matrix form 

z = C[p] ( 14a) 

Where Z, a 5 by 1 vector, is 

z QCf ( p. + p. ) P (Q + Qc ) 1main 1backup - f Cimain ibackup 

(14b) 
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C, a 5 by 5 matrix, is 

o o -1 -2 

o 0 -2 

C -(Qc/P)f -(Qc/P)f 1 -2 1 + (Qc/P)f 

1 -1 o 0 o 

o o 1 -1 0 (14c) 

and p, the 5 by 1 error vector to be solved, is 

o(P)main 

o (P)backup 

p o (Qc)main 

o (Qc)backup 

8(P) (14d) 

A unique solution for the error vector is guaranteed to exist only if the 
inverse of C exists. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the 
inverse of C is that the determinant of C be nonzero. The determinant is evaluated 
by expansion by minors. The determinant expansion is 

1 0 -2 

-Qc/P -Qc/P -2[1 + Qc/P] 
DET(C) DET 

-1 0 0 

0 0 -1 0 

1 1 0 -2 

-Qc/P -Qc/P 1 -2[1 + Qc/P] 
+ DET 

-1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 
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1 100 

-Qc/P -Qc/P 1 1 
-2 DET 

-1 0 0 

o o 1 0 ( 15) 

Expansion of each of the terms above gives 

DET(C) = -2[1 + (Qc/P)] - 2[1 + (Qc/P)] + 4(Qc/P) 

- 2[1 + (Qc/P») - 2[1 + (Qc/P») - 4(Qc/P) 

- 2(-1) + 2(1) 

Collecting terms gives 

DET(C) = 4[1 + 2(Qc/P) ( 16) 

In order for DET(C) to equal zero, then 

Qc = -( 1/2)P 

which, because of physical constraints, can never occur. It is concluded, there
fore, that: the solution for the error vector as specified in equation (14a) is 
given by 

P C-1z 

Ames Resea.rch Center 
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TABLE 1. - METEOROLOGICAL ESTIMATES FOR THE DAY OF FLIGHT 

Parameter Geometric altitude, m (ft) 

4572 (15,000) 7620 (25,000) 

H/HP, m (ft) 260.9 (856) 416.7 (1367) 
12-hr change 15.4 (50) 30.5 (100 ) 
Confidence level 6.1 (20) 12.2 (40) 

Temperature, °C ( OF) 32.06 (0.2) -7.36 (-21.7) 
12-hr change 36.38 (2.6) 37.10 (3.0) 
Confidence level 35.66 (2.2) 36.20 (2.5) 

Wind direction and speed, deg and knots 90, 5.60 ( 90, 11) 5, 7.72 ( 5, 15 ) 
1 2-hr change 
Confidence level 

75, 0.52 ( 75, 
25, 2.10 (75, 

TABLE 2. - MEASUREMENT 
WEIGHTINGS (GG) 

Measurement Weighting 

Vns 1 

Vew 1 
Vv 1 
VWns 0.4 
VWew 0.4 
VWv 0.4 
Wns 0.4 
Wew 0.4 
Wv 0.4 
H 1 

1 ) 
4) 

TABLE 3. - ESTIMATED BIAS ERRORS 
IN LKF VALUES 

Parameter Normalized Bias Error 

~(M)/M 0.0075 
~(VW)/VW 0.0042 
~(V)/V 0.0036 
~(W)/W 0.3220 
~(H)/H 0.0001 

110, 6.69 ( 110, 13) 
30, 1.54 ( 30, 3) 
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